MAGIC observations of the February 2014 flare of 1ES 1011+496 and ensuing constraint of the EBL density
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ABSTRACT

Context. During February–March 2014, the MAGIC telescopes observed the high-frequency peaked BL Lac 1ES 1011+496 (z = 0.212) in flaring state at very-high energy (VHE, E > 100 GeV). The flux reached a level of more than ten times higher than any previously recorded flaring state of the source.

Aims. To describe the characteristics of the flare presenting the light curve and the spectral parameters of the whole period. From these data we aim to detect the imprint of the extragalactic background light (EBL) in the VHE spectrum of the source, to constrain its intensity in the optical band.

Methods. We analyzed the gamma-ray data from the standard MAGIC software using the production of the light curve and the spectra. To constrain the EBL, we implement the method developed by the H.E.S.S. collaboration, in which the intrinsic energy spectrum of the source is modeled with a simple function (≤ 4 parameters), and the EBL-induced optical depth is calculated using a template EBL model. The likelihood ratio test shows that the model with an EBL density 1.07 (−0.20, +0.24)σ derived, relative to the one in the tested EBL template, is preferred at the 4.6σ level to the no-EBL hypothesis, with the assumption that the intrinsic source spectrum can be modeled as a log-parabola. This would translate into a constraint of the EBL density in the wavelength range [0.24 μm, 4.25 μm] with a peak value at 1.4 μm of \( \Delta \lambda F_\lambda = 12.27_{-2.67}^{+2.79} \) nW m\(^{-2}\) sr\(^{-1}\), including systematicatics.
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distributions (SED) that are characterized by two peaks, one located in the UV to soft X-ray band, and the second located in the GeV to TeV range, which makes it possible to detect them in very-high-energy (VHE, \( E > 100 \) GeV) \( \gamma \) rays. 1ES 1011+496 was discovered at VHE by the MAGIC Collaboration in 2007, following an optical high state reported by the Tuorla Blazar Monitoring Programme (Albert et al. 2007).

The observation of a bright source at intermediate redshift, like 1ES 1011+496, provides a good opportunity to constrain the impact of the extragalactic background light (EBL) on the propagation of \( \gamma \) rays over cosmological distances. The EBL is the diffuse radiation that comes from the contributions of all the light emitted by stars in the UV-optical and near infrared (NIR) bands. It also contains the infrared (IR) radiation emitted by dust after absorbing the starlight, plus a small contribution from AGNs (Hauser & Dwek 2001). \( \gamma \) rays from extragalactic sources interact with the EBL in the optical and NIR bands, producing electron-positron pairs, which causes an attenuation of the VHE photon flux measured at Earth (Gould & Schréder 1967).

Measuring the EBL directly is a challenging task owing to the intense foreground light from interplanetary dust. Strict lower limits to the EBL have been derived from galaxy counts for the optical band (Madau & Pozzetti 2000; Fazio et al. 2004; Dole et al. 2006). At NIR wavelengths, one way to access the EBL is by large-scale anisotropy measurements (e.g. Cooray et al. 2004; Fernandez et al. 2010; Zemcov et al. 2014). Making reasonable assumptions on the intrinsic SEDs of extragalactic sources (e.g. the limit in the hardness of the photon spectra of 1.5, coming from theoretical limits in the acceleration mechanisms), upper limits to the EBL density can be derived (e.g. Stecker & de Jager 1996; Aharonian et al. 2006; Mazin & Raue 2007). More recently, extrapolations of the EBL can be derived (e.g. Stecker & de Jager 1996; Aharonian et al. 2004; Fernandez et al. 2010; Zemcov et al. 2014).

The Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) has a field of view of 2.5 square degrees, a sensitivity of 10^{-11} photons cm^{-2} s^{-1} at 100 GeV, and a trigger threshold of 10^{-14} photons cm^{-2} s^{-1}. The Fermi Collaboration employed a different technique to constrain the EBL density using a likelihood ratio test on LAT data from a number of extragalactic sources (Ackermann et al. 2012). SEDs from 150 BL Lacs in the redshift range 0.03–1.6 were modeled as log parabolas in the optically-thin regime (\( E < 25 \) GeV), then extrapolated to higher energies and compared with the actually observed photon fluxes. A likelihood ratio test was used to determine the best-fit scaling factor for the optical depth \( \tau(E, z) \) according to a given EBL model, hence providing constraints of the EBL density relative to the model prediction. Several EBL models were tested using this technique (e.g. Stecker et al. 2006; Finke et al. 2010), including the most widely and recently used by IACTs by Franceschini et al. (2008) and Domínguez et al. (2011). They obtained a measurement of the UV component of the EBL of \( 3 \pm 1 \) nW m^{-2} sr^{-1} at \( z \approx 1 \).

The H.E.S.S. collaboration used a similar likelihood ratio test to constrain the EBL, taking advantage of their observations of distant sources at VHE (Abramowski et al. 2013). The EBL absorption at VHE is expected to leave an imprint in the observed spectra, coming from a distinctive feature (an inflection point in the log flux-log \( E \) representation) between ~100 GeV and ~5–10 TeV, a region observable by IACTs. This feature is due to a peak in the optical region of the EBL flux density, which is powered mainly by starlight. The H.E.S.S. collaboration modeled the intrinsic spectra of several AGNs using simple functions (up to 4 parameters), then applied a flux suppression factor \( \exp(-\alpha \times \tau(E, z)) \), where \( \tau \) is the optical depth according to a given EBL model and \( \alpha \), a scaling factor. A scan over \( \alpha \) was performed to achieve the best fit to the observed VHE spectra. The no-EBL hypothesis, \( \alpha = 0 \), was excluded at the 8.8\( \sigma \) level, and the EBL flux density was constrained in the wavelength range between 0.30 \( \mu m \) and 17 \( \mu m \) (optical to NIR) with a peak value of 15 \( \pm 2 \) stat \( \pm 3 \) sys nW m^{-2} sr^{-1} at 1.4 \( \mu m \).

In Domínguez et al. (2013), data from 1ES 1011+496 was used as part of a data set from several AGNs to measure the diffuse \( \gamma \)-ray horizon (CGRH). The CGRH is defined as the energy at which the optical depth of the photon-photon pair production becomes unity as function of energy. Using multi-wavelength (MWL) data, Domínguez et al. modeled the SED of each source, including 1ES 1011+496, doing an extrapolation to the VHE band. Then they made a comparison with the observed VHE data. In the case of 1ES 1011+496, they modeled the SED using the optical data from 2007 (Albert et al. 2007) and X-ray data (from the X-Ray Timing Explorer) taken in 2008 May, and compared it with the VHE data taken in 2007 by MAGIC. Their prediction was below the observed VHE data, which led to no optical-depth information. The prediction may have failed owing to the lack of simultaneity in the data. A similar approach was presented by Mankuzhiyil et al. (2010), where they modeled the SED of PKS 2155–304, making a prediction for the VHE band, and compared it to the observed data to give attenuation limits.

After the discovery of 1ES 1011+496 in 2007 (Albert et al. 2007), two more multi-wavelength campaigns were organised by MAGIC: the first one between March and May 2008 (Ahnen et al. 2016) and a second one divided in two periods, from March to April 2011 and from January to May 2012 (Aleksic et al. 2016). In all previous observations (including the discovery) the source did not show evidence of flux variability within the observed periods and the observed spectra could be fitted with simple power-law functions, with photon indices ranging from 3.2 \( \pm 0.4 \) stat to 4.0 \( \pm 0.5 \) stat, and integral fluxes, above 200 GeV, between (0.8\( \pm 0.1 \)stat)\( \times 10^{-10} \) and (1.6\( \pm 0.3 \)stat)\( \times 10^{-11} \) photons cm^{-2} s^{-1}.

In this paper we present the analysis of the extraordinary flare of 1ES 1011+496 between February–March 2014 that was observed by the MAGIC telescopes, and apply a technique based on Abramowski et al. (2013) to constrain the EBL. The observations and the data reduction are described in Sect. 2, the results in Sect. 3, the procedure for constraining the EBL in Sect. 4, the inclusion of the systematic uncertainty is shown in Sect. 5, and the results of the EBL constraint are discussed in Sect. 6.

### 2. Observations and analysis

MAGIC is a stereoscopic system of two 17 m diameter Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACT) situated at the Roque de los Muchachos, on the Canary island of La Palma (28.75°N, 17.86°W) at a height of 2200 m above sea level. Since the end of 2009, it has been working in stereoscopic mode with a trigger threshold of ~50 GeV. During 2011 and 2012, MAGIC underwent a series of upgrades which resulted in a sensitivity of (0.66 \( \pm 0.03 \)%) of the Crab nebula flux above 220 GeV in 50 h at low zenith angles (Aleksić et al. 2015a,b).

On February 5 2014, VERITAS (Weeke et al. 2002) issued an alert for the flaring state of 1ES 1011+496. MAGIC performed target of opportunity (ToO) observations over 17 nights during February–March 2014 in the zenith range of 20°–56°. After the quality cuts, 11.8 h of good data were used for further analysis. The data were taken in the so-called wobble-mode,
where the pointing direction alternates between four sky positions at 0.4° away from the source (Fomin et al. 1994). The four wobble positions are used to decrease the systematic uncertainties in the background estimation. The data were analyzed using standard routines in the MAGIC software package for stereoscopic analysis, MARS (Zanin et al. 2013).

3. Results

After background suppression cuts, 6132 gamma-like excess events above an energy of 60 GeV were detected within 0.14° of the direction of 1ES 1011+496. Three control regions with the same γ-ray acceptance as the ON-source region were used to estimate the residual background that was recorded along with the signal. The source was detected with a significance of ∼75σ, calculated according to Li & Ma (1983, Eq. (17)).

Figure 1 shows the night by night γ-ray light curve for energies $E > 200$ GeV between February 6 and March 7 2014. The emission in this period had a high night-to-night variability, reaching a maximum of $(2.3 \pm 0.1) \times 10^{-10}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$, 14 times the mean integral flux measured by MAGIC in 2007 and 2008 for 1ES 1011+496 (Albert et al. 2007; Reinthal et al. 2012) and ∼29 times the mean integral flux from the observation in 2011–2012 (Alekseev et al. 2016). On most of the nights, the exposure time was ∼40 min, except for two nights (February 8 and 9) in which the observations were extended by ∼80 min. No significant intra-night variability was observed. The gap between observations that is seen in Fig. 1 was due to the strong moonlight period.

The average observed SED is shown in Fig. 2. The estimated intrinsic spectrum, assuming the EBL model by Domínguez et al. (2011), can be fitted with a simple power-law function (PWL) with probability 0.35 ($\chi^2$/d.o.f. = 13.2/12) and photon index $\Gamma = 2.0 \pm 0.1$ and normalization factor at 250 GeV $f_0 = (5.4 \pm 0.1) \times 10^{-11}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$TeV$^{-1}$. The observed spectrum is clearly curved. Several functions were used to try to parametrize it: power-law with an exponential cut-off (EPWL), log parabola (LP), log parabola with exponential cut-off (ELP), power law with a sub/super-exponential cutoff (SEPWL), and a smoothly broken power law (SBPWL). Of these, only the SBPWL,

$$\frac{dF}{dE} = f_0 \left( \frac{E}{E_0} \right)^{-\Gamma} \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{E}{E_b} \right)^{\frac{1}{\Gamma - 2}} \right]^{\Gamma - 2} \left( \frac{E}{E_b} \right)^{\Gamma - 3}$$

achieves an acceptable fit ($P = 0.17$, $\chi^2$/d.o.f. = 12.8/9), although with a sharp change of photon index by $\Delta \Gamma = 1.35$ within less than a factor 2 in energy. For the SBPWL, the normalization factor at $E_0 = 250$ GeV is $f_0 = (4.2 \pm 0.2) \times 10^{-11}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$TeV$^{-1}$, the first index is $\Gamma_1 = 0.35 \pm 0.01$, the second index $\Gamma_2 = 1.7 \pm 0.1$, the energy break $E_b = 298 \pm 21$ GeV, and the parameter $g = 12.6 \pm 1.5$. Among the other, smoother functions, the next-best fit is provided by the LP shown in Fig. 2,

$$\frac{dF}{dE} = f_0 \left( \frac{E}{E_0} \right)^{-\beta \log(E/E_0)}$$

with $P = 1.7 \times 10^{-3}$ ($\chi^2$/d.o.f. = 29.8/11). The photon index for the LP is $\Gamma = 2.8 \pm 0.1$, curvature index $\beta = 1.0 \pm 0.1$, and normalization factor at $E_0 = 250$ GeV $f_0 = (3.6 \pm 0.1) \times 10^{-11}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$TeV$^{-1}$. This non-trivial shape of the observed spectrum and its simplification, when the expected effect of the EBL is corrected, strongly suggests that this observation has high potential for setting EBL constraints.

The night-wise estimated intrinsic spectra could all be fitted with power laws, and the evolution of the resulting photon indices is shown in Fig. 3. In the latter part of the observed period, the activity of the source was lower, resulting in larger uncertainties for the fits. There is no evidence for significant spectral variability in the period covered by MAGIC observations, despite the large variations in the absolute flux.

4. EBL constraint

We follow the procedure described in Abramowski et al. (2013) for the likelihood ratio test. The absorption of the EBL is described as $e^{-\tau(E,z)}$, where $\tau(E,z)$ is the optical depth predicted by the model, which depends on the energy $E$ of the γ-rays and the redshift $z$ of the source. With the optical depth scaled by a factor $a$, the observed spectrum is formed as

$$\frac{dF}{dE}_\text{obs} = \frac{dF}{dE}_\text{int} \times \exp(-a \times \tau(E,z)),$$

where $(dF/dE)_\text{int}$ is the intrinsic spectrum of the source. The emission of HBLs, like 1ES 1011+496, is often well described by basic synchrotron self-Compton (SSC) models (e.g.
Tavecchio et al. (1998). A population of electrons is accelerated to ultrarelativistic energies with a resulting power-law spectrum with index $\Gamma_e$ of about 2. The high energy electrons are cooled faster than the low energy ones, resulting in a steeper $\Gamma_e$. These electrons produce synchrotron radiation with a photon index $\Gamma = 2\Gamma_e^2 = 1.5$. In the Thomson regime, the energy spectrum index of the inverse-Compton scattered photons is approximately the same as the synchrotron energy spectrum, whereas in the Klein-Nishina regime, the resulting photon index is even larger. These arguments put serious constraints to the photon index of the de-absorbed spectrum found in Sect. 3. The EPWL, ELP, and SEPWL, are well fitted by log parabolas (Ackermann et al., 2012).

The PWL and the LP are functions that are linear in their parameters in the log flux–log $E$ representation (hence well-behaved in the fitting process), and both can model pretty well the de-absorbed spectrum found in Sect. 3. The EPWL, ELP, and SEPWL have additional (non-linear) parameters that are physically motivated, e.g. to account for possible internal absorption at the source. We note that these functions (except the PWL) can behave in the fitting process), and both can model pretty well the de-absorbed spectrum found in Sect. 3. The EPWL, ELP, and SEPWL have additional (non-linear) parameters that are physically motivated, e.g. to account for possible internal absorption at the source. We note that these functions (except the PWL) can also mimic the overall spectral curvature induced by the EBL over a wide range of redshifts, but will be unable to fit the inflection point (in the optical depth vs. log $E$ curvature) that state-of-the-art EBL models predict around 1 TeV. We therefore expect an improvement of the fit quality as we approach the true value of the scaling factor $\alpha$, hence providing a constraint of the actual EBL density. The chosen spectral functions, however, do not exhaust all possible concave shapes. Therefore the EBL constraints that we obtain are valid under the assumption that the true intrinsic spectrum can be well described (within the uncertainties of the recorded fluxes) by one of those functions. As we saw in Sect. 3, the 5-parameter SBPWL (not included among the possible spectral models) provides an acceptable fit to the observed spectrum; if considered a plausible model for the intrinsic spectrum, it would severely weaken the lower EBL density constraint. On the contrary, the upper constraint (arguably the most interesting one that VHE observations can contribute) from this work would be unaffected, as we see below.

For the modeling of the intrinsic source spectrum, we used the same functions as in Mazin & Raue (2007) and Abramowski et al. (2013) which were also used to fit the observed spectrum: PWL, LP, EPWL, ELP, and SEPWL. We added the additional constraint that the shapes cannot be convex, i.e. the hardness of the spectrum cannot increase with energy since this is not expected in emission models, nor has it been observed in any BL Lac in the optically-thin regime. In particular, the unabsorbed part of BL Lac spectra, measured by Fermi-LAT, are well fitted by log parabolas (Ackermann et al., 2012).

Despite changing the flux level, the EBL determination method should work properly as long as the average intrinsic spectrum in the observation period can be described with one of the tested parameterizations. Assuming that is the case for the different states of the source, it should also hold for the average spectrum if the spectral shape is stable through the flare. A simple way to check the stability of the spectral shape is fitting the points on Fig. 3 to a constant value. The likelihood test was then performed to compare the no-EBL hypothesis ($\alpha = 0$) with the best-fit EBL hypothesis ($\alpha = \alpha_0$). The test statistics $\chi^2 = 2 \log(\mathcal{L}(\alpha = \alpha_0)/\mathcal{L}(\alpha = 0))$, according to Wilks’ theorem, asymptotically follows a $\chi^2$ distribution with one degree of freedom (since the two hypotheses differ by just one free parameter, $\alpha$).

Figure 4 shows the $\chi^2$ probabilities for the five tested models, also listed in Table 1, for the no-EBL case ($\alpha = 0.0$) and the best-fit $\alpha = 1.07$. The model that gives the highest probability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>$P(\alpha = 0.0)$</th>
<th>$P(\alpha = 1.07)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>$6.0 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWL</td>
<td>$7.0 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPWL</td>
<td>$4.5 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELP</td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPWL</td>
<td>$6.2 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that, in the Poissonian likelihood approach, we have included the point at $E = 55$ GeV, which was shown as just an upper limit in Fig. 2, since it has an excess of around just one standard deviation above the background. The fit performed with the Poissonian likelihood approach has therefore one more degree of freedom than the $\chi^2$ fits reported in Sect. 3 and the 55 GeV point is included in Fig. 7.
in the scanned range of $\alpha$ is the PWL. Following the approach in Abramowski et al. (2013) would lead us to choose the PWL as model for the intrinsic spectrum, as the next models in complexity (LP and EPWL) are not preferred at the $2\sigma$ level. However, choosing a PWL as the preferred model is rather questionable since it would not allow any intrinsic spectral curvature, meaning that all curvature in the observed spectrum will be attributed to the EBL absorption. If this procedure is applied to a large number of spectra, as in Biceu & Williams (2015), individual $<2\sigma$ hints of intrinsic (concave) curvature might be overlooked and accumulate to produce a bias in the EBL estimation. In our case, the assumption of power-law intrinsic spectrum for 1ES 1011+496 would lead the likelihood ratio test to prefer the best-fit $\alpha$ value to the no-EBL hypothesis by as much as $13\sigma$. We prefer to adopt a more conservative approach, choosing the next-best function, the LP. We note however that, at the best-fit $\alpha$, all the tested functions become simple power laws, hence the fit probabilities at the peak depend only on the number of free parameters. At the best-fit $\alpha = 1.07$, the parameters of the PWL are: photon index $\Gamma = 1.9 \pm 0.1$ and normalisation factor at 250 GeV $f_0 = (9.2 \pm 0.2) \times 10^{-10}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ TeV$^{-1}$. The other functions have the same values for these parameters.

Going deeper in the behaviour of the fits for the five models, it can be seen in Fig. 5 that, after reaching the minimum, the $\chi^2$ are identical for all models. This happens because of the concavity restriction imposed to the functions. After reaching the point where the EBL de-absorption results in a straight power-law intrinsic spectrum, all three functions converge and the de-absorbed spectra become more and more convex as $\alpha$ increases (so no concave function can fit it any better than a simple power law). The shape of the spectrum observed by MAGIC is thus very convenient for setting upper bounds to the EBL density, under the adopted assumption that convex spectra are “unphysical”.

Given these arguments, we take the LP as our model for the intrinsic spectrum. For the data sample from the 2014 February–March flare of 1ES 1011+496, the test statistic has a maximum of $TS = 21.5$ at $\alpha_0 = 1.07^{+0.09}_{-0.13}$ (Fig. 6). This means that the EBL optical depth from the model of Domínguez et al. (2011), scaled by the normalization factor $a_0$, is preferred over the null EBL hypothesis with a significance of $4.6\sigma$. Using the EBL model of Franceschini et al. (2008) as a template (as in Abramowski et al. 2013), the test statistic has a maximum of $TS = 20.6$ at $\alpha_0 = 1.14^{+0.09}_{-0.14}$ using the LP as a model for the intrinsic spectrum, which is compatible with the result when using Domínguez et al. (2011) within statistical uncertainty.

We again note that allowing for other concave spectral shapes, like the SBPWL, would severely affect our lower EBL bound. This would also be the case for earlier published EBL lower constraints that are based on gamma-ray data – especially those in which the PWL is among the allowed models.
for the intrinsic spectrum. For the observations discussed in the present paper, the SBPW would achieve an acceptable fit even in the no-EBL assumption. This and earlier constraints on the EBL density, through its imprint on γ-ray spectra, therefore rely on somewhat tentative assumptions on the intrinsic spectra – assumptions which, as far as we know, are not falsified by any observational data available on BL Lacs. On the other hand, the upper bound we obtained is robust since it is driven by the fact that convex spectral shapes (completely unexpected for BL Lacs at VHE) would be needed to fit our observations, if EBL densities above the best-fit value are assumed.

5. Systematic uncertainty

The MAGIC telescopes have a systematic uncertainty in the absolute energy scale of 15% (Aleksić et al. 2015b). The main source of this uncertainty is the imprecise knowledge of the atmospheric transmission. To assess how this uncertainty affects the EBL constraint, the calibration constants used to convert the pixel-wise digitized signals into photoelectrons were multiplied by a scaling factor (the same for both telescopes) spanning the range –15% to +15% in steps of 5%. This procedure is similar as the one presented by Aleksić et al. (2015b).

For each of the scaling factors, the data were processed in an identical manner through the full analysis chain, starting from the image cleaning and using, in all cases, the standard MAGIC MC for this observation period. In this way, we try to assess the effect of a potential miscalibration between the data and the MC simulation.

For all scaled data samples, χ² profiles for α between 0 and 2.5 were computed. From the 1σ uncertainty ranges in α obtained for the different shifts in the light scale, we determine the largest departures from our best-fit value α₀, arriving to the final result α₀ = 1.07 (−0.20, +0.24)stat ± syst.

6. Discussion

The relation of the γ-ray energy Eγ from the source (measured in the observed frame) and the EBL wavelength at the peak of the cross section for the photon-photon interaction is given by

$$\lambda_{EBL}(\mu m) = 1.187 \times E_\gamma(\text{TeV}) \times (1 + z)^2,$$

where z is equal or less than the redshift of the source. The energy range used for our calculations was between 0.06 and 3.5 TeV. However, the constraining of the EBL, following the method from Abramowski et al. (2013), is based on
the fact that, after de-absorbing the EBL effect, the feature between ~100 GeV and ~5–10 TeV is suppressed. In Fig. 7, we show a comparison between two cases where the residuals were computed (the ratio between the observed events and the expected events from the model). The plot on the left shows the residuals for the null EBL hypothesis $\alpha = 0$, while the right panel shows the same plot for the case of the best fit EBL scaling $\alpha = 1.07$. The differences start to show after 200 GeV, a region where the EBL introduces a feature (an inflection point) that cannot be fitted by the log parabola. This is the feature that drives the TS value on which the EBL constraint is based. We therefore calculate the EBL wavelength range for which our conclusion is valid from the VHE range between 0.2 and 3.5 TeV.

The energy range has to take into account the redshift dependency in Eq. (4) since the interaction of the $\gamma$-ray and the EBL photons can happen in any point between the Earth and the source. The range is between \([1 + z_{\odot}] E_{\min}, E_{\max}\), corresponding to a wavelength range of the EBL where the interaction with the $\gamma$-ray can take place along the entire path between the source and the Earth. In Fig. 8, we show the contours from the statistical + systematic uncertainties of the EBL flux density, which was derived by scaling up the EBL template model by Domínguez et al. (2011) at redshift $z = 0$. The wavelength coverage is in the so-called cosmic optical background (COB) part of the EBL where we found the peak flux density $\Delta F_\lambda = 12.27^{+2.75}_{-2.29} \text{ nW m}^{-2} \text{sr}^{-1}$ at 1.4 $\mu$m, systematics included.

### 7. Conclusions

We have reported the observation of the extraordinary outburst from 1ES 1011+496 that were observed by MAGIC from February 6 to March 7 2014 when the flux reached a level $\sim 5\times 10^{-11}$ $\text{erg cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}$ at 1$\mu$m, which ranks among the strongest EBL density constraints obtained from VHE data of a single source.
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